Recent experiments at Saturne at 4 GeV showed that the (α, α ′ ) reaction on the proton shows two distinctive peaks, which were associated to ∆ projectile excitation and Roper target excitation. A subsequent theoretical analysis has shown that this picture is qualitatively correct but there are important interference effects between the two mechanisms. Futhermore, at this energy the ratio of strengths for the Roper and ∆ peak is about 1/4. In the present paper we show that by going to the 10 − 15 GeV region the interference effects become negligible, the signal for the Roper excitation is increased by more than an order of magnitude and the ratio of cross sections at the peaks for Roper and ∆ excitation becomes of the order of unity, thus making this range of energies ideal for studies of isoscalar Roper excitation.
The (α, α ′ ) reaction on proton targets at kinetic energy T α = 4.2 GeV was studied at SATURNE [1] and two distinctive peaks were identified (see Fig. 1 ), which were associated to ∆ excitation in the α projectile and Roper excitation in the proton target (see Fig. 2 ). In a recent theoretical analysis we showed that the two mechanisms of Fig. 2 were dominant in the reaction and that other possible mechanisms, like Roper excitation on the projectile or two ∆ excitation, were negligible [2] . However, it was found that the interference between the two mechanisms in Fig. 2 was appreciable and it was important to consider for a proper analysis of the data and the excitation of the isoscalar NN → NN * transition amplitude.
In We take the same model which was used in [2] to analyse the (α, α ′ ) reaction at 4 GeV . The cross section for the processes
is given by We have evaluated the cross section for the (α, α ′ ) reaction on the proton, using the same model, for kinetic energies 10 GeV and 15 GeV of the α particle. We show in Fig i) The cross section for the Roper excitation is increased by more than an order of magnitude with regard to the one at 4 GeV .
ii) The strength of the Roper and ∆ peaks is similar, while at 4 GeV the former had a strength of about 1/4 of the latter.
iii) The interference term is practically negligible compared to the Roper contribution. This is in contrast with the 4 GeV case where the strength of these two terms was similar.
A situation like the one in 
where
The momenta p α , p α ′ , p π appearing in eqs. (3), (4) are evaluated in the frame where the initial α particle is at rest. In eq. (3) ρ He ( r) is the HarmonicOscillator density distribution of the α particle, σ N N the nucleon-nucleon total cross section and Π(p π , ρ)/2ω π is the pion nuclear optical potential, taken from ref. [7] up to T π ≃ 250MeV and extrapolated at high energies when needed using the lowest order optical potential [2] .
The form factor of eq. (3) is the 4 He nuclear form factor incorporating the distortion of the proton and pion waves, both in the eikonal approximation. Now when T α increases, for a same energy transfer the momentum transfer is smaller. Indeed in the forward direction of the α ′ we have
Hence, the invariant four momentum transfer squared will be
which decreases as E α increases. The magnitude −q 2 is equivalent to k 2 in the Breit frame of the nucleus and is essentially also k 2 of eqs. (3), (4) GeV .
The absolute increase in strength both for the Roper and ∆ excitation can be traced back both to the form factor effect and the phase space factor p α ′ in the numerator of the cross section formula of eq. (2).
One might think that performing more exclusive experiments, i.e., detecting a pion and a nucleon in coincidence and making a plot in terms of the πN invariant mass, one would magnify the Roper peak with respect to a background. We have checked theoretically, within our model, that this is not the case and the invariant mass distribution which one obtains resemble very much the ω distributions of Fig. 1 and 3 .
In our theoretical model we have neglected any dependence of the interaction on the energy, since we have no elements to think that this might be the case. Obviously a certain energy dependence cannot be ruled out, an information which would be provided by the same experiment and which would be much useful to help construct microscopic models for the interaction.
The results obtained here should encourage the implementation of the experiments. After decades of studies around the ∆ region the time has come to study in detail the properties of the next nucleon excitation. Quark models have difficulties to explain the properties of the Roper [8] ; the authors of ref.
[1] suggested that the Roper could be interpreted as a monopole excitation of the nucleon (breathing mode); the decay of the Roper into two pions in S-wave plays an important role in the πN → ππN reaction close to threshold [9, 10] , which must be brought under control in order to make predictions about the ππ scattering length, etc.
The proposed experiments exciting the Roper with an isoscalar source will bring new information about this resonance, its decay and its coupling to different hadronic components and will pose new challenge to models of this resonance.
We would like to acknowledge useful discussions with E. They are (a) ∆ excitation in the projectile [3] , (b) Roper excitation in the target [2] . The σ exchange must be interpreted as an effective interaction in the T = 0 exchange channel [2] . 
